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Temporally Coherent Visual Stimuli Boost Ocular
Dominance Plasticity
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Does cortical plasticity depend on the temporal coherence of visual stimuli? We addressed this question by studying ocular dominance
(OD) plasticity in mice that were stimulated by moving square wave gratings for 6 h/d during a period of monocular deprivation (MD). It
turned out that 4 d of deprivation were sufficient to induce a saturated shift in plasticity in adult (older than postnatal day 100) mice.
Seeking to determine the shortest effective period of stimulation, we further showed that even 2 d of deprivation and stimulation shifted
OD at any age. This shift was achieved by a decline in deprived-eye input that was saturated within 2 d and did not change during 7 d of MD.
However, after 2 weeks of MD, cortical activity induced by both eyes increased again and this increase did not depend on continued
stimulation, suggesting a homeostatic mechanism. Starting stimulation 4 d before MD did not mask OD plasticity, showing that the effect
is not merely due to the “stimulus-dependent response potentiation” described recently (Frenkel et al., 2006). These results are the first
to demonstrate the influence of stimulus quality on cortical plasticity and that cortical responses can be changed within very short periods
of time (merely 2 d).

Introduction
Learning depends on the interaction between two sides: the stim-
ulus being learned and the system that does the learning. Obvi-
ously, the neurosciences have traditionally focused on the system
side. Therefore, the neuronal mechanisms that trigger the critical
period of ocular dominance (OD) plasticity have been thor-
oughly and successfully investigated (Hensch, 2004; Sugiyama et
al., 2008). In this paradigm, temporal closure of one eye (so-
called monocular deprivation [MD]) shifts the susceptibility of
the binocular visual cortex toward stimulation of the open eye
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1963). Whereas 4 d of deprivation are suffi-
cient for a maximal effect in mice during the critical period be-
tween postnatal days (PDs) 20 and 32 (Gordon and Stryker,
1996), 7 d are needed beyond that period until plasticity ceases
completely around PD 100 (Lehmann and Löwel, 2008).

An increased inhibition exerted by the maturation of
parvalbumin-expressing basket interneurons has been shown to
trigger this critical period (Hensch et al., 1998; Fagiolini and
Hensch, 2000). In addition, the composition of NMDA receptors
is changed at the start of the critical period (Quinlan et al., 1999;
Roberts and Ramoa, 1999; Kanold et al., 2009). Indeed, long-
term potentiation and depression happening at NMDA receptors
is crucial for OD plasticity to occur (Kleinschmidt et al., 1987;
Sawtell et al., 2003; Sato and Stryker, 2008). Recent results suggest

that the Hebbian plasticity underlying the shift in OD follows a
symmetric spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) rule in
which temporally coherent input from the open eye wins over the
more disorganized deprived-eye input (Yazaki-Sugiyama et al.,
2009; Kuhlman et al., 2010). Indeed, the spontaneous activity
reaching the visual cortex from a deprived eye is a more potent
inductor of OD plasticity than an eye completely silenced by
tetrodotoxin (Rittenhouse et al., 1999). Even more intriguingly,
induction of a monocular blur by a translucent contact occluder
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1963) or an overcorrecting contact lens (Rit-
tenhouse et al., 2006) induces a similar OD shift in kittens as MD.
Similarly, we have shown recently that in quivering mice with
impaired myelination and thus impaired action potential propa-
gation along the optic nerve (Yang et al., 2004), the time window
for adult OD plasticity closes earlier, before PD 100 (Lehmann et
al., 2010). These results inspired us to ask the reverse question:
would it be possible to boost OD plasticity by presenting the
animals with highly temporally coherent visual input? We here
report that stimulation with moving square gratings during the
deprivation period enables full OD plasticity in animals of all
ages, even after 2 d of deprivation.

Materials and Methods
Animals and rearing conditions. Male C57BL/6 mice were raised in stan-
dard cages on a 12 h light/dark cycle, with food and water available ad
libitum. All experimental procedures were performed according to
the German Law on the Protection of Animals and the corresponding
European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/
609/EEC) and were approved by the Thüringer Landesamt für Le-
bensmittelsicherheit und Verbraucherschutz (Thuringia State Office
for Food Safety and Consumer Protection) under the registration
number 02-027/11.

MD and stimulation protocol. The animals’ right eyes were sutured shut
under halothane anesthesia according to published protocols (Gordon
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and Stryker, 1996). Animals in which the eye was not completely closed
throughout the deprivation period were excluded.

During the deprivation period, the animals were placed for 6 h/d
during the daylight hours into a stimulation box that consisted of 4
monitors with closed floor and ceiling. Two neighboring monitors
were covered with mirrors. For animals in the stimulation (STIM)
group, the 2 open monitors showed square black and white gratings
with a cycle length of 8.2 cm and a drift speed of 1 Hz, moving
horizontally on one screen and vertically on the other. Therefore, due
to the mirrors, these animals were stimulated by bars moving left,
right, and upward. Two control groups were investigated. For animals
in the GREY group, the screens showed equiluminescent gray, thus
avoiding any visual stimulation. For animals in the RANDOM group,
the screens showed filled white circles with diameters between 1 and 4
cm that zigzagged randomly on a black background. Movement speed
and mean black/white ratio were matched to the gratings in the STIM
group, thus proving an equal degree of visual stimulation that only
lacked temporal coherence.

Optical imaging. Using the imaging method of temporally encoded
maps (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003), visual cortical responses in the left
hemisphere were recorded as described previously (Lehmann and Löwel,
2008; Yeritsyan et al., 2012) under halothane (1% in 1:1 O2/N2O) anes-
thesia, supplemented by chlorprothixene (0.2 mg/mouse, i.m.), atropine
(0.3 mg/mouse, s.c.), and dexamethasone (0.2 mg/mouse, s.c.). With a
135 mm � 50 mm tandem lens (Nikon) configuration, we recorded
optical images of intrinsic signals in a cortical area of 4.6 � 4.6 mm 2 at a
wavelength of 610 � 3 nm.

Horizontal drifting bars (2° wide) spaced 80° apart were presented at a
temporal frequency of 0.125 Hz in the binocular visual field of the re-
corded left hemisphere (�5° to �15° azimuth) in front of the animal.
Visual stimuli were presented alternately to the left and right eye. ODIs
were calculated as described previously (Cang et al., 2005; Lehmann and
Löwel, 2008). Briefly, activity maps were thresholded at 30% of peak
amplitude and OD was calculated for each pixel in the binocularly re-
sponsive region as (contralateral � ipsilateral)/(contralateral � ipsilat-
eral) and averaged across all selected pixels. At least three ODIs per
animal were obtained and averaged; experiments with less than three
ODIs were discarded. As a measurement of each eye’s ability to excite the
cortex, the highest map amplitude (i.e., fractional change in reflectance)
elicited in an experiment was used for comparison.

Statistical analyses. Groups were compared by ANOVA with repeated
measures where appropriate. Post hoc tests were performed with Bonfer-
roni correction. The levels of significance were set as *p � 0.05, **p �
0.01, and ***p � 0.001. All data are represented as means � SEM.

Results
Temporally coherent visual stimulation promotes adult
OD plasticity
Mice were stimulated with moving square gratings (STIM
group), randomly moving filled circles (RANDOM group), or
equiluminescent gray (GREY group) during 4 d of MD starting at
an age between PD 70 and PD 246. Control ODIs were stable over
the age range studied (p � 0.5 in all groups, regression analysis).
On average, control ODIs were 0.32 � 0.02 (n � 4) in the GREY
group, 0.21 � 0.01 (n � 4) in the RANDOM group, and 0.26 �
0.02 (n � 5) in the STIM group (Fig. 1A,B). Control groups were
different according to ANOVA (p � 0.05), with a significant
difference between the GREY and the RANDOM groups (p �
0.05, Bonferroni post hoc), but none of the two differed from the
STIM group (p � 0.18). Although it was shown recently that
adult OD plasticity ceases abruptly after PD 100 in mice (Leh-
mann and Löwel, 2008), ODIs after 4 d of MD were also not
correlated with age in the 3 groups (STIM: p � 0.49, RANDOM:
p � 0.13, GREY: p � 0.86), allowing us to disregard age in further
analyses (Fig. 1A). Four days of MD had no effect on OD in the
GREY group (0.24 � 0.03, n � 8, p � 0.2, t test) or the RANDOM
group (0.18 � 0.02, n � 5, p � 0.25, t test). In contrast, ODIs
decreased significantly (p � 0.001, t test) to �0.02 � 0.03 in the
STIM group (n � 8), which is also significantly different from
both the deprived GREY and RANDOM animals (both p �
0.001, t test).

Two days of MD induce a saturated shift of OD in
stimulated mice
We next investigated the minimal period of MD needed for a
saturated OD shift in STIM mice. MD duration had a significant
effect on ODI (F(5,19) � 20.323, p � 0.001, ANOVA). Although
the mean ODI of 0.21 � 0.04 (n � 2) after 1 d of MD was not
significantly different from control values (p � 0.5, Bonferroni-
corrected t test), the ODI decreased to �0.04 � 0.02 (n � 3) after
2 d of deprivation (p � 0.001 vs control) and was not significantly
lower after 4 d (�0.02, see above), 7 d (ODI � 0 � 0.03, n � 4,
p � 0.001 vs control), or 14 d (ODI � 0.08 � 0.01, n � 3, p � 0.01
vs control) of MD (Fig. 2). The mean values of the 2, 4, and 7 d
MD groups were significantly below the 1 d MD value (p � 0.01,
Bonferroni-corrected t test).

Figure 1. Temporally coherent visual stimulation during MD induces OD plasticity in mice regardless of age. A, From 70 to 246 d of age, 4 d of MD had no influence on OD in mice exposed to gray
screens (GREY, gray diamonds) or randomly moving circles (RANDOM, dotted diamonds), but shifted it toward the open eye in mice stimulated with drifting square-wave gratings (STIM,
black-and-white diamonds). Control animals of all conditions (circles) were similar over age. B, Temporally coherent visual stimulation during 4 d of MD induced a shift in OD that was significant
compared with control animals and with MD animals in the GREY and RANDOM conditions.
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Visual stimulation induces deprived-eye depression followed
by open-eye potentiation
The mechanisms of OD plasticity differ between the critical pe-
riod and adulthood (Sawtell et al., 2003; Sato and Stryker, 2008;
Ranson et al., 2012): During the critical period, responses elicited
through the deprived eye are quickly reduced, which is followed
by a slower potentiation of open-eye responses. Adult plasticity is
characterized by a slow increase in open-eye input, although
deprived-eye depression has also been observed in the contralat-
eral (Frenkel et al., 2006) and ipsilateral (Tagawa et al., 2005)
cortices. We therefore investigated how the OD shift was
achieved in STIM mice. Comparison of the response amplitudes
elicited by each eye showed that, starting at 2 d of MD, the average
response amplitudes of the deprived, contralateral eye were sig-
nificantly reduced to open-eye values and remained on this level
even after 4 and 7 d of MD (Fig. 3; 2 d of MD: p � 0.05; 4 d of MD:
p � 0.01; 7 d of MD: p � 0.05, Bonferroni post test). In contrast,
response amplitudes to open-eye stimulation did not change af-
ter 7 d of MD.

After 14d MD, we found the response amplitudes elicited by
either eye to be increased compared with pooled 2, 4, and 7 d
values (both p � 0.05, t test), and this increase was also significant
for ipsilateral eye values compared with control animals (p �
0.05, t test). To determine whether this open-eye potentiation
depended on continued visual stimulation, we stimulated a
group with moving gratings for 4 d after the start of MD to induce
an OD shift and then kept them in the GREY condition for an-
other 10 d of MD. In these animals, cortical activities elicited by
both eyes increased to similar values as in the 14 d STIM group
(both p � 0.2, t test). The potentiation of open-eye responses was
significant compared with the pooled 2, 4, and 7 d values (p �
0.05, t test).

In control animals, response amplitudes were (2.0 � 0.3) �
10�4 for contralateral and (1.3 � 0.1) � 10�4 for ipsilateral eye
stimulation. Contralateral eye responses declined to (1.8 �
0.1) � 10�4 after 1 d of MD; (1.3 � 0.3) � 10�4 after 2 d of MD;
(1.3 � 0.1) � 10�4 after 4 d of MD; and (1.4 � 0.2) � 10�4 after
7 d of MD. After 14 d of MD, contralateral eye responses in-
creased to (1.9 � 0.2) �10�4 in the STIM group and to (1.6 �
0.1) � 10�4 in the STIM-GREY group. Ipsilateral eye responses
were stable at (1.4 � 0.03) � 10�4 after 1 d of MD; (1.3 � 0.2) �
10�4 after 2 d of MD; (1.3 � 0.1) � 10�4 after 4 d of MD; and

(1.3 � 0.2) � 10�4 after 7 d of MD; after 14 d of MD, they
increased to (1.7 � 0.05) � 10�4 and (1.8 � 0.4) � 10�4 in the
STIM and the STIM-GREY groups, respectively.

Enhanced plasticity under visual stimulation is not due to
stimulus-dependent response potentiation
It was shown recently that exposing mice to moving square grat-
ings persistently potentiates the cortical response to gratings of
the same orientation and this potentiation interferes with
changes in OD if only one eye is stimulated (Frenkel et al., 2006).
We wondered whether this learning process, termed “stimulus-
dependent response potentiation” (SRP), could account for the
OD shift that we observed after visual stimulation of the open eye.
The observation that this OD shift was achieved by a decrease in
deprived-eye input throughout all MD durations (Fig. 2) already
argued against this supposition, because an enhancement of
open-eye input would have been expected upon SRP. Neverthe-
less, to further exclude the possibility of SRP, we exposed mice to
temporally coherent visual stimulation for 4 d before MD and
then continued stimulation for another 4 d until optical record-
ing was performed. OD plasticity was not masked in these ani-
mals (Fig. 4A). Their mean ODI of 0.04 � 0.01 (n � 6) was still
significantly below control values (p � 0.001, t test, same control
animals as in Fig. 1).

As an additional check for a role of SRP, we compared the
response amplitudes upon stimulation of both eyes among control
animals of the GREY, RANDOM, and STIM groups (Fig. 4B). The
values were (2.4 � 0.24) � 10�4 (contralateral) and (1.3 � 0.17) �
10�4 (ipsilateral) in GREY animals (n � 4); (1.9 � 0.22) � 10�4

(contralateral) and (1.5 � 0.16) � 10�4 (ipsilateral) in RANDOM
animals; and (2 � 0.33) � 10�4 (contralateral) and (1.3 � 0.1) �
10�4 (ipsilateral) in STIM animals (n � 5). Comparison by two-
factor ANOVA revealed no significant difference (F(2,20) � 0.398,
p � 0.68), indicating that our stimulation protocol by itself was not
capable of inducing a response potentiation observable by optical
imaging.

Discussion
We have shown in the present study that an OD shift can be
induced by temporally coherent visual stimuli in adult mice.
Temporally incoherent but otherwise similar stimuli had no ef-
fect on OD. That visual stimulation as a component of enriched
environments leads to an OD shift in amblyopic rats and to re-
covery of the deprived eye from amblyopia has been shown re-
cently (Sale et al., 2007; Baroncelli et al., 2012). In that study,
however, rats were stimulated for 3 weeks. In contrast, we have
shown here that 2 d of stimulation are sufficient for an effect on
OD at any age.

The mechanisms of OD plasticity differ between the critical
period and adulthood (Frenkel and Bear, 2004; Hofer et al., 2006;
Sato and Stryker, 2008; Ranson et al., 2012). During the critical
period, weakening of deprived-eye input is followed by strength-
ening of open-eye input (Frenkel and Bear, 2004; Sato and
Stryker, 2008). In adult animals, strengthening of open-eye input
has been observed the most frequently (Sawtell et al., 2003; Hofer
et al., 2006; Sato and Stryker, 2008), although some studies also
found evidence for additional deprived-eye depression (Tagawa
et al., 2005; Frenkel et al., 2006). In the present study, the OD shift
was initially reached by a decrease in activity coming from the
deprived eye, thus resembling critical period plasticity although
the animals were fully adult.

The weakening of deprived-eye input that forms the first
phase of critical period OD plasticity has been shown to rely on

Figure 2. Two days of MD induce a saturated OD shift in adult mice stimulated with moving
square gratings. The gray bar indicates mean � SEM of control animals.
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long-term depression expressed by AMPA receptor dephosphor-
ylation and internalization (Heynen et al., 2003; Yoon et al.,
2009). Long-term depression in the visual cortex depends on
both the rate and the timing of action potentials (i.e., on STDP;
Sjöström et al., 2001). It has been shown in vivo that STDP mod-
ifies synapses in the visual cortex (Schuett et al., 2001; Meliza and
Dan, 2006). Furthermore, an STDP learning rule can explain
both the shift of fast spiking cells’ eye preference toward the de-
prived eye (Yazaki-Sugiyama et al., 2009) and the shift of princi-
pal cell preference toward the open eye (Kuhlman et al., 2010). In
visual cortical slices, the capacity for STDP is present already
before the onset of the critical period (Kuhlman et al., 2010). Our
results indicate that it is not lost in adulthood, but lies dormant
under normal stimulus conditions.

The fact that visual stimulation paired
with intracortical spiking can induce
STDP (Schuett et al., 2001; Meliza and
Dan, 2006) indicates that the temporal
precision of retinal activity is propagated
with little change across the lateral genic-
ulate to the visual cortex. Although the
relationship between activities in retina,
lateral geniculate, and visual cortex is not
straightforward, eye closure reduces the
correlative firing of pairs of neurons in the
dorsal lateral geniculate (Linden et al.,
2009), which is a prerequisite for STDP.
We therefore assume that the high con-
trast and temporal patterning of square
gratings in our stimulation paradigm are
translated into high temporal coherence
of afferent spiking in the binocular visual
cortex, just as, conversely, monocular
blurring of the retinal image reduces tem-
poral coherence, but not illumination,
and carries the full consequences of MD
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Rittenhouse et
al., 2006). Computer modeling work has
recently shown that, given a sufficiently
strong cortical inhibition, STDP will shift
the response preference of a neuron to-
ward the more temporally coherent input
(Kuhlman et al., 2010). Our results are the
first in vivo proof of this mechanism in
OD plasticity.

The second phase of critical period OD
plasticity, open eye potentiation, is gov-
erned by different, probably homeostatic,
mechanisms during the critical period
(Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Kaneko et al.,
2008). This homeostatic adaptation is re-
placed by long-term potentiation in adult
plasticity (Ranson et al., 2012). In the pres-
ent study, we observed a late, secondary in-
crease in the cortical response amplitudes
upon stimulation of both eyes that was not
dependent on visual stimulation. This sug-
gests that the late homeostatic increase is not
a distinguishing feature of critical period
OD plasticity, but rather is an invariable
consequence of a decrease in synaptic
strength by Hebbian mechanisms.

In our experiments, cortical activity
was not increased by SRP (Frenkel et al., 2006). Because Frenkel
et al. (2006) previously found SRP with as little as 100 cycles of
contrast-reversing sine gratings (1 Hz), this negative result is
probably not due to our stimulus paradigm, which offers a more
structured stimulus for a longer time, but rather to the method
used for measuring cortical activity because different forms of
visual plasticity recruit different neuronal substrates (Lehmann
and Löwel, 2008; for review, see Morishita and Hensch, 2008).
Optical imaging is thought to reflect neuronal spiking and peak
firing rates were not found to be influenced by SRP (Frenkel et al.,
2006).

The amazing capacity of visual stimulation to recover im-
paired vision has been demonstrated in rats and humans in pre-
vious studies (Kasten et al., 1998; Julkunen et al., 2003; Baroncelli

Figure 3. The OD shift induced by temporally coherent visual stimulation (black/white bars) is achieved by weakening of
deprived-eye input starting after 2 d of MD. This is followed by strengthening of both eyes after 14 d of MD regardless of whether
stimulation was continued (STIM) or discontinued (STIM-GREY, black/gray bars) after 4 d.

Figure 4. Prior stimulation does not mask stimulation-induced plasticity. A, Monocularly deprived mice stimulated both before
and after the MD (PRESTIM-STIM) show a significant shift in OD. The gray bar indicates mean � SEM of control animals. B, Cortical
response amplitudes upon stimulation of both the contralateral (contra) and the ipsilateral (ipsi) eye are similar in GREY, RANDOM,
and STIM control animals.
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et al., 2012). Vision loss due to stroke or optical nerve trauma was
rescued by a training paradigm in a large fraction of patients
(Sabel et al., 2011). Rats with amblyopia showed full recovery
after 3 weeks of visual stimulation (Baroncelli et al., 2012). In
humans, substantial improvement in amblyopic patients was ob-
served after intense video game playing, but the contribution of
neuromodulatory arousal in that case is not clear (Li et al., 2011).
In the present study, we have investigated the potential of highly
patterned visual stimuli to induce cortical plasticity. Our findings
may open perspectives both for clinical applications and for
transfer to other sensory modalities.
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